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Although the spiritual and psychological worlds function on different planes, sometimes, and only sometimes, they collide."-Patrick Lucid

Inspired by actual events, Charles Blair presents When Worlds Collide. When Worlds Collide is a psycho-spiritual thriller that intertwines the lives of an emotionally disturbed twelve year old, Shawn Walters, and his psychotherapist, Patrick Lucid. Shawn and Patrick, both with dark secrets, are brought together by an unknown force with a plan far greater than either could ever expect.
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Customer Reviews

Great Story.well written by the author.I loved the explanation at the end of this book as to how Charles came to write this story. I am looking forward to reading more from Charles - I believe he has a great future in this genre.

The shifting point of view is annoying. The author has invented the first-person omniscient. It works at times; other times the narrator describes things he couldn’t possibly know. I’m also flagging the
author for excessive use of the thesaurus, too many florid metaphor and similes, and an excessive amount of fourth wall breaking, in which the author speaks directly to the reader. There’s a lot of emotion in this book. I suspect the author wrote this as part of his therapy. I just wish I hadn’t come along for the ride.

I have read this book in its entirety and I’m absolutely glad I did! It was exciting...knowledgeable and suspenseful. It had everything in it that a good fiction novel should have. I know this is fiction, but knowing the author as I do, I can’t help but think there is a little of himself in Patrick Lucid. Which for me, makes the book even more special! As I was reading WWC, I had different emotions throughout the book. I cried, I chuckled at times and my anticipation grew stronger as I continued to read more and more. The World is massive and there are any things we can not explain.....They just Are! This book made me realize this fact. "When Worlds Collide" is a Must read book! You won’t be disappointed! You will want more....as I do!

I always find psycho-spiritual thrillers very interesting, especially if they are based on real events. When Worlds Collide is definitely of those great, interesting reads full of tension that draws you into it really quickly and do not leave you indifferent. Overall, very captivating reading that I recommend to all fans of good psycho-spiritual thrillers.

I will purchase this book but technically did not show verified what ever I don’t think it’s important. when I started this book I couldn’t put it down, it’s Very intriguing, educational and suspenseful. I would highly recommended this book for beginner.

Once I started this book I couldn’t put it down. It was captivating from page one. As I closed the book, I now feel compelled to pick it up again and read it again to see the clues I missed on my journey to understand the troubled Shawn Walters. I would highly recommend this page turner, but I caution that you will have trouble putting it down.

I don’t read entire books very often, but this one had me from the beginning. Very intriguing, educational and suspenseful...and even humorous at times as well. Good things to come in the future with this author! Do yourself a favor and read this book. Can wait to read what happens in WWC2!
When Worlds Collide had me hooked from the first moment I started reading the book. I couldn't put the book down; I needed to know what was going to happen next. It's very interesting and keeps you wondering and thinking all the time. I highly recommend this book to anyone. It's a very good book to read.
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